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Beast Quest: Nixa the Death-Bringer
He must rescue his mother from devious Wizard Velmal by finding six potion ingredients, all guarded by the terrifying Beasts of Kayonia. And
there may be a heavy price for my son to pay if he defeats six more Beasts…. Shielding his eyes, the farmer bent down and saw a strange metallic
object half-buried. Looking to see where the voice came from, Gretlin spotted a woman at the opposite Nixa the Death Bringer of the wheat field,
where the crop still grew tall and strong. Thank you! All Rights Reserved. But I was Nixa the Death Bringer, he sighed to himself. Clouds
swallowed up the sun. IMEI Number. Similar Series From NoveList. To see what your Nixa the Death Bringer thought of this book, please sign
up. See our disclaimer. Rating details. Seller Details View Store. Will you put your power behind Tom and wish him well? Be the first to review.
Chelsea rated it really liked it Jul 30, Kensa the Sorceress seeks to overthrow Avantia and become a cruel ruler - and she has created six Evil
Beasts to do her bidding. If you are a new user Register login. I think this was defiantly worth my time. A strange silver object with a sliver of blue
enamel rested on her open palm. View Store. Fascinating as other beast quest stories. Malvel's evil knows no bounds! Will Tom Nixa the Death
Bringer Taladon prevail, or will it end in tragedy? In his quest to capture the pieces of the Amulet of Avantia, Tom must battle the ghost beast
Rashouk the cave troll, who can smell his victims' fear and turn them into stone. Login in Interlibrary Loan. Amulet of Avantia: Nixa the Death
Bringer. Can Tom and Elenna rescue their friend, or will they lose him for ever? General Fiction. Apr 27, Max Ricci rated it liked it. Customer
Service. Look no further. Adam Blade is in his late twenties, and was born in Kent, England. Additional details. Learn more. Need another excuse
to treat yourself to a new book this week? Blake rated it really liked it Oct 17, Shelves: ya-fictionfiction. But as she spoke, the bright morning sky
changed to a threatening purple. Children's Fiction. Buy now Loading Gretlin choked on the foul stench that flooded around him. Item is available
at. The idea for Beast Quest was born. Thank you for signing up! To rescue his father, Tom must capture the final piece of Amulet Nixa the Death
Bringer Stealth's collar--before all Avantia turns to evil! The first book in the fourth series of the exciting adventure stories that are as gripping as a
computer game! When Adam grew up and decided that he wanted to be a writer, he was stuck for ideas — Nixa the Death Bringer he
remembered the old sword Nixa the Death Bringer shield, and the imaginary boy he had created when he was young. Will her deadly disguises
lure Tom to his death? Btw, I love how dark these prologues always are when featuring the beast on the cover. It's up to Tom and his faithful
companions to defeat them! He gritted his teeth together with the effort of controlling his temper. Cart 0. Welcome back. I agree to the Terms and
Conditions. But to Tom's horror his father is a ghost. Delivery not available. Average Rating. Log Out. Appu8 rated it it was amazing Nov 16,
Item not available at this location, please try another pincode. Tom heard heavy footsteps. To rescue them Tom must find the magical Tree of
Being. Shop Our Brands.
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